A tapered silica optical fiber (SOF) coated with graphene oxide is proposed and demonstrated as a humidity sensor. In order to reduce the diameter of the optical fiber from 125 μm to 26.9 μm as the sensing region, the flamebrushing technique was used to taper the fiber with the tapering length is about 30 mm. To increase the optical sensitivity, the tapered region was coated with graphene oxide, which will interact with the changes of humidity and affect the evanescent field in the tapered region. In this work, the proposed optical sensor works in the range of the humidity from 40% to 60%. The comparison was made between uncoated tapered fiber with the graphene oxide coated optical fiber and the experimental works reveal that the tapered fiber coated with graphene oxide gave better result compared to bare tapered optical fiber. It is showed that the tapered SOF with graphene oxide enables to increase the sensitiveness of the fiber to sense relative humidity.
INTRODUCTION
The requirement to detect moisture in the moisture-sensitive atmosphere, for instance, food manufacturing and packaging have turned out to be crucial. Several evanescent wave sensors have been proven by experiment for humidity measurement. The sensing process is based on the adsorption and desorption activity, and the external layer region resulted from the water vapor to clarify the sensing properties [1] - [4] . Silica optical fiber (SOF) has been established in various applications including sensors. It is because of its features that make it greater in resistance and flexibility to impacts and chemical reaction [5] .
A tapered optical fiber proposes the tight optical confinement, high fractional evanescent fields and more sensitive to the environment. The evanescent wave sensing approach permits the optical fiber to be utilized as an intrinsic sensor, that the field created at the edge merges with the target analyte adjoining the fiber, therefore imparting data as a result of optical dispersion, absorption or the changing of refractive index [6] .
The diameters of the taper waist, the shape of the conical tapering sections and the optical thickness of the coating layer manipulate the optical properties of the tapered fiber waveguide. The tapered fiber is almost adiabatic when the taper angle is small enough. This is due to the transmission loss is very nearly insignificant as a result of the low energy of the excited high-order modes [7] Therefore, the fundamental mode is only measured in the taper waist segment. The measurement theory of the mechanisms is based on the analyte-stimulated optical change in the transmission field of the coated optical fiber [8] .
With the aim to increase the sensitivity of the sensor, the tapered optical fiber needs to be coated with nanostructured materials [9] , as shown in Fig. 1 . Graphene has amazing characteristics that are high carrier mobility (~200,000 cm 2 V -1 s -1 ), absorbs analytes on its surface strongly, and high-quality transmission light. Graphene is a one-atom sheet sp 2 bonded carbon atoms compacted in a honeycomb crystal structure. During the chemical process of graphene by oxidation of graphite, the graphene oxide (GO) is obtained. GO has functional groups of oxygen on the base plane of graphene that makes it is a hydrophilic material, which it turns into a good candidate for use in many applications such as energy-related materials, sensors and polymer composites [10] .
The sensitivity of the optical fiber sensor is improved by using the nanostructured materials as the coating material [11] . It is due to the variations of the effective refractive index of the cladding and permits more lights to be diffused from the tapered optical fiber. In the previous research, there are a few of nanostructured materials have been used as a coating material, such as zinc oxide (ZnO) [2] , agarose gel [12] and hydroxyethyl cellulose/polyvinylidene fluoride (HEC/PVDF) [13] . However, far too little attention has been paid to tapered silica optical fiber (SOF) with graphene oxide. In this work, SOF was tapered using flame-brushing technique and the tapered region is coated with GO composite to sense the changes of the relative humidity.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The silica optical fiber (SOF) is prepared based on the flame-brushing technique. To start the tapering process, the protective buffer coating was removed from a certain segment using the fiber stripper. The exposed length of the SOF is cleaned by wiping with an alcohol-soaked tissue. It is due to prevent the contaminations remaining on the tapered optical fiber. Then, the fiber is placed onto the fiber holders to start the tapering process, as shown in Fig. 1 . The oxygen gas and butane gas of the oxy-butane torch are supplied from separate gas cylinders. In controlling the linear stage and sliding stage traveling speed and position, two high precision stepper motors (LINIX Stepping Motor) were deployed. The linear stage is responsible for stretching the heated SOF. The flame is brushed the exposed fiber and moved from side to side to produce the uniform length and diameter of the fiber. The length of the tapered fiber is 30 mm and the diameter of the tapered fiber is about 26.9 μm. The tapered fiber is then coated with GO composite by using the drop-and-dry method. Graphene oxide is prepared by using simplified Hummer's method by a team of researchers from Low Dimensional Materials Research Centre, University of Malaya [12] with the concentration of 7.97 mg/ml ( Fig. 2(a) ). In preparing the coating material, GO is diluted by using de-ionized (DI) water to get the new concentrations and mixed with poly(vinyl) alcohol (PVA). The PVA solution was prepared by dissolving PVA in DI water with the aid of magnetic stirrer for four hours. The ratios of the composites of GO and PVA are 1:10, 2:10 and 3:10, in ml ( Fig.  2(b) ) and the composite of GO and PVA is dropped onto the fiber. The coated fiber is left to dry for 24 hours at ambient temperature.
(a) (b) Figure 4 showed the experimental set-up for the proposed sensor to sense relative humidity using the tapered SOF, with and without coating. The set-up consists of Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) as the light source; a closed chamber with a small container of saturated salt solution, the humidity-temperature detector and the performance of proposed sensor was measured using Optical Power Meter (OPM). During the experimental works, the range of the percentage of relative humidity is from 40% to 60%. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In Fig. 1 , the illustration of the tapered optical fiber coated with GO composite is shown. The tapered fiber is almost adiabatic when the taper angle is small enough. This is due to the transmission loss is very nearly insignificant as a result of the low energy of the excited high-order modes [7] . Therefore, the fundamental mode is only measured in the taper waist segment. The measurement theory of the mechanisms is based on the analytestimulated optical change in the transmission field of the coated optical fiber [8] .
The core and cladding's refractive index (RI) for silica optical fiber are 1.4475 and 1.4444, respectively. Meanwhile, the refractive index for the coatings of GO composite for the ratio of 1:10, 2:10 and 3:10, in ml, are 1.3327, 1.3322 and 1.3318. The RI is measured by using a digital refractometer. Figure 5 indicated that the variation of the diffused light from tapered SOF for the probe with the various GO-PVA coating ratios of 1:10, 2:10 and 3:10. It is showed that the sensitivity is improved with the GO-PVA coating. Table 1 revealed that GO-PVA coating for 2:10 has the highest sensitivity that is 0.0606 dBm/% with the linearity of 96.65% and limit of detection is 13.16%. However, the ratio of GO-PVA coating for 3:10 is slightly decreased from the ratio of GO-PVA coating for 2:10. It may be due to the density of the ratio of GO-PVA coating for 3:10 is higher than the ratio of GO-PVA coating for 2:10. The tapered SOF coated with GO-PVA coating for 2:10 is compared with bare tapered SOF, as shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the sensitivity of the proposed sensor has improved, compared to bare tapered SOF, as shown in Table 2 . The GO-PVA composites are exposed to an atmosphere of humidity that can cause fast surface of adsorption of water molecules. When the water molecules increased, it can cause the upsurge in both effective refractive index of surrounding medium and absorption coefficient of the GO-PVA composite external layer.
The transmitted light intensity increases with the GO composite coating. It is due to the variance in refractive index between the core and the surrounding and enhances the light confinement inside the core. The proximate area worked as passive cladding as the diameters of core and cladding of SOF have been decreased. Therefore, the 
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refractive index can affect the measure of power loss since the signal transmits across the tapered section. The penetration of the evanescent field is increasing because of the reduction of the fiber's diameter [9] [10] .
The GO composite are rendered to an environment of humidity that triggers fast external layer adsorption of water molecules. The optical properties of GO composite external layer are controlled by the surface adsorption of water molecules. The rise of water molecules being absorbed on GO composite effects an increase of relative humidity. The increasing water molecules affect an upsurge in both refractive index of adjacent medium and absorption coefficient of GO composite external layers and steers to larger leakage of light. Therefore, the effective refractive index of the coating, which comprises of the thin film of GO composite and air, varies with humidity differences. The variation in the coating's refractive index impacts the ability of the fiber to control light, thus modifying the output light intensity. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a simple sensor has been demonstrated using tapered SOF coated with GO composite to sense the changes of the relative humidity. The tapered optical fiber is fabricated by using flame-brushing technique and the drop-and-dry method was used to coat the tapered fiber. The bare tapered SOF also being tested for reference. As a result, GO composites (2:10) has the higher sensitivity with 0.0606 dBm/% compared to bare fiber, GO composites with 1:10 and 3:10. The range of the relative humidity is from 40% to 60%. The result indicated that the sensitive coating materials have effectively improved the performance of SOF sensors and relevant for relative humidity detection in a certain concentration of coating. In the future works, the relative humidity sensor will be measured by using variations of carbon-based/polymer composite ratios. 050006-5
